8739-4526 Double Hang Clothes Closet
C 4 ea

A 6 ea

Assembly
Time:
Less than
1 hour.

F 1 ea

Long vertical tube

Corner support

Cover

This product's
intended use
is for hanging
garments and
storage.

D 4 ea

Vertical tube with bungee cord

E 2 ea

B 3 ea

G 1 ea

Hanging rod

Shelf

Note: All metal parts must be

inserted firmly and completely into
the plastic parts.

Top support

Tools Needed: No tools required.

Note: For easier assembly, unzip
cover before installing.
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STEP 1. To assemble the lower
frame, insert one shelf (B) into two
corner supports (A). Insert four
long vertical frame tubes (C) into
holes in top of corner support.

STEP 2. Unzip zipper on cover
(F) and carefully fit holes in bottom
of cover over the long vertical
frame tubes. Slide cover down and
carefully lay the cover back.

STEP 3. To assemble the middle
shelf, insert another shelf (B) and
one hanging rod (E) into two more
corner supports (A). Insert
assembled middle shelf onto top of
long vertical frame tubes.
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Note: Although your clothes

closet can be assembled by one
person, it is recommended that
two people install the cover.
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STEP 6. To secure cover at the
bottom, hook bungee loops
around feet of closet in front.
Note: If you want to keep the

front flap open, use the three
toggles on the back seam right
side as illustrated below.
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STEP 4. Insert vertical tubes
with bungee cord (D) into top of
corner connectors of middle shelf.
To assemble the top shelf, repeat
step 3. Insert assembled shelf
onto top of tubes (D). Place top
shelf pad (G) onto assembled top
shelf.

STEP 5. Lift cover (F) up over the
top of the frame, carefully fitting the
corners of the cover over the top
corners of the frame. Make sure top
shelf pad (G) stays in place while
cover is fitted. Slide the bottom of the
cover downwards evenly to the base
of the frame.
Printed in China

NOTICE:

Do not move
unit that is fully
loaded. Unit is
designed for
stationary use
only.

